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Without a doubt, the best way to get a handle on your event logistics is to physically
walk through your wedding day plans from start to finish.  This will let you see how the
event unfolds from not only the wedding party's perspective but from that of your
guests and vendors as well.

Naturally we want to organize a site visit with our venue(s) so start by scheduling the
date and time and jot down those details below.   

For destination weddings or if you are planning remotely, see if you can organize a
virtual tour and lean on your venue coordinator to help sort the logistics.

Next. Do you remember the questionnaire from chapter one when you we're setting
your event foundation?  We have created a second one for you to complete, this one
focused on highlighting the 'friction points' that may need to be addressed.

EVENT STRUCTURE + LOGISTICS
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What is the average temperature for your wedding season?

If outdoors, will the temperature cause any issues for guest comfort?

Is inclement weather a real possibility - blizzards, heat warnings, torrential rains?

What is the landscape / outdoor environment like?

Will guest require any special attire, clothing or footware to be comfortable? 

Does your wedding involve proximity to any animals that may frighten a guest?

Are there any environmental factors that may trigger allergies or sensitivities?

Is there any chance of injury or safety risks?

Any local laws, customs or practices that guests need to know about? 

What is the appropriate dress code for your wedding venue(s)?

Are there any other unique environmental elements that require consideration?

YOUR SETTING
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Are the venues easy to find and listed in Google Maps?

Is there proper signage at the main entrance and throughout the facility?

Are you the only wedding that the venue is hosting or are there multiple events?

Does the venue have a bridal suite for the wedding party?

Where is guest parking?  How many stalls are available?

How far is the walk from the parking lot to the ceremony / reception space?

Is it a manageable distance for our elderly guests or those with young children?

Are there building modifications for guests with special requirements?

Is there a loading bay for vendors and set up crew?  Storage space?

How is the lighting during the day + the evening?

Does the venue have an adequate power source and multiple outlets?

Are there bathrooms in close proximity?  How many and are they gender specific?

Is it an easy location to get a taxi, uber or is there a transportation service?

Do they offer a coat check in the colder months?

Is the space air conditioned or have a fan / cooling system?

Are there any restrictions on smoking or vaping - is there a designated area?

CEREMONY + RECEPTION VENUES

Does the floor plan allow for guests to move about freely?

How many guests do you have seated per table?  Is this a comfortable amount?

How do guests move from the ceremony space to cocktail hour?

And how about the cocktail hour to the reception hall?

Are there any bottlenecks or congestion points that you need to consider?

GUEST COMFORT + TRAFFIC FLOW
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Yikes.  That is a long list of things to worry about but here is the good news - once you
know what you are up against - AKA the potential problems areas - you can implement
a fix that will either solve the problem all together or at least minimize it.

So let's start by writing down all the areas that you identified as 'friction points' from
the questionnaire.

EVENT STRUCTURE + LOGISTICS
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Perfect now you know where to focus your attention.  

To help you determine an appropriate fix we have shared a few strategies that help to
alleviate most issues.  The key is to be proactive. 
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PROACTIVE COMMUNICATION

 

 

 

 

Important information needs to be brought to your guests attention BEFORE event
day.  This way they have time to prepare and no one is caught off guard.  

Your wedding website is an ideal platform for this and you may even consider an email
or a text message a few weeks out as a gentle reminder of the highlight points.   Use
the space below to list the issues you can mitigate with proactive communication.

EFFECTIVE CROWD CONTROL

 

 

 

In other words how do we coordinate a large group of people through various activities
elegantly and efficiently.  This is where you want to plan for traffic jams, confused
guests and mobility issues early on.  

Now you can work in some sort of fix  - say a golf cart for grandma if it is a hike from
the parking lot to the 18th tee box where you will be married.  List the issues that fit this
category below + your potential fix.
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A SOLID CONTINGENCY PLAN

 

 

 

We are seeing more and more outdoor wedding events and with great reason - a
beautiful backdrop in the heart of nature - is there anything more romantic?  That said
and as you picked up on from the questionnaire, weather is volatile and you will
absolutely need to have a Plan B.  

You also need to consider how the weather will impact guest comfort.  A 4 o'clock
ceremony in mid August may be a go in that there is no snow, but that can make for a
hot, sweaty ordeal and this may mean that you keep the I Do's short and have plenty
of water on hand.  Jot your weather related issues below and think on a solution.

DILUTE THE DRAMA POOL

 

 

This is the section for anything that is not easily solved with an email or heat lamp and
will definitely require a little social engineering on your part.  Maybe there is a strained
relationship between family members or that wildcard friend that is known to
overindulge on the bevies.   

If there is potential for drama, be sure to include it below and start brainstorming a
mitigation plan ... like a strategic seating chart and a heads up to the bar team.
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Organize a Site Visit with your Wedding Venues

Walk Through your Event Start to Finish to Confirm Event Footprint

Give yourself a pat on the back.  Thinking through your wedding day and any potential
hiccups or uncomfortable moments is stressful but when you hit it head on you gain
control.  And that is exactly what you just did.  

Complete Friction Point Questionnaire 

HOMEWORK + NEXT STEPS

For our next chapter we are fast forwarding to one month before event day and all the
items that you need to ensure are sorted by this deadline.  Essentially, this is one big
checklist to make sure we don't miss a single thing.

Follow up with guests who have yet to confirm their rsvp

Have you thought about how you want your ceremony to play out?

Have you written your vows yet?  Time to get on this, we are a month out!

Highlight and Identify Problematic Event Variables

Formulate Appropriate Fixes and Mitigation Strategies

Review your music selections for the ceremony and reception celebration
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